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The 62 Best New Hotels to Open 
in 2022

Our correspondent spent nearly 300 days on the road this year and found the 
best new places around the world to lay your head.
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Travel was back in a big way in 2022. And for those looking to hit the road, or take to the skies, in search of somewhere 
fresh, new and exciting to visit, there wasn't a better year in recent history. Not only were we all jonesing for 
a much-needed fix, but a slew of pandemic-delayed hotels made their long-awaited debuts, joining the ranks of hundreds 
of hyped new projects, from beautiful boutiques to mega resorts, that opened during the past 12 months.  We're 
not going to list them all here, because what would be the point of that? Instead, we've selected the best of the best, 
our hand-picked favorites, a nice round number of the 62 best new hotel openings in 2022. The rules were simple: 
we skew to the luxury side of things, and so do the hotels, and the property needed to open during the calendar 
year.  From that admittedly broad criteria, we got to work. So what makes a great new hotel? The simplest answer 
is that you know it when you feel it. There�s an anticipation to your arrival, an energy in the air of the lobby when 
you walk through the front doors, welcoming hospitality, and something memorable you'll tell your friends about. It 
could be a killer cocktail program or sensational room design, a picture-perfect locale or unforgettable service or simply 
standout, supreme swankiness.  If your favorite new hotel from 2022 didn�t make the list, hey, you'll have to forgive 
me, there�s only so many days in the year, and I do my damnedest to make the most out of them. Some quick 
back of the hotel bar napkin math shows I spent around 300 nights in hotels during the year. While I'm not necessarily 
proud of that, here we are, and what my chaotic travel schedule provides for is a unique and informed  perspective 
on the state of hotels around the world.  Throw a dart on the map � or in this case, scroll down with your mouse 
blindly until it feels right to let go � and you'll find an excellent place to lay your head down for the night. That much 
I can vouch for, along with the idea that this list encompasses a far-reaching collection of destinations, and a wide 
range of hotel styles, brands, personalities, and price ranges. There�s a great hotel specifically just for you, maybe 
a dozen of them, below. I promise.
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InsideHook

The Americas

Corazon Cabo Resort & Spa  Located amid Medano Beach, 
Coraz￩n Cabo is the first property in Mexico from 
Noble House & Resorts. Its design, from the use of 
local materials and Mexican artwork, is reflective of its 
home, while the property offers a beach club  and a rooftop 
terrace with an infinity pool and live DJ.  What You'll 
Love the Most: Bring a few friends and upgrade to 
the two-bedroom The Land�s End Suite in the Coraz￩n 
tower, with perks such as a private hot tub on its 
 enormous ocean-view balcony.
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